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ABSTRACT
In'thiS.tlavestigatidr-fof group problem solving in

small groups, perforiance on a tower-building-task was studied in
same-sex triads of- 141 third grade children exposed to four
instructional conditions, each consisting of-three phases-of six
trials-each. Instructional conditions were either determinate (i.e.;
individualistic or contrient reward structures) or indeterminate

undesignated or no rewards). In Phase One and Three of the .

task, triad members were equally rewarded (i.e., promotive reward
structure) ..In Phase Two members received rewards according to
different instructional' conditions. Four measures of group
performance were obtained. Two-factor multivariate analyses of
variance were.conducted, with repeated measures on Phase Two. Results
of this study and tie reanalysis of ,a previcius study indicate th'at
discrepancy 'scores between most and least contributing group members
increased over time regardless of the instructional condition to
which the group was exposed. In regard to indeteriinate conditions, -
the change from promotive to no reward contingencies resulted in the
maintenance of cooperative strategies. Change from promotive to
undesignated reward contingencies resulted In a shift to
inpavidualistic performances. Generally, the children interpreted
current task demands in terms of current goals, and transitions
between cooperation, competition, and indivitlualization-were
'Immediate. Further research into the interaction of contextual';'
factors and immediate goal structures is recommended. (Aut:hex/2H),
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Task performance was studied in triads of third grade children expaged

to fouvinstructional conditions, each consistin 1.---eirreephazes.

During the first, and third phases all:-g-rOups received promotive instruc-

- tions'(equal rewards,glven.to each participant) . During xthe.second
°//.(

,

phase triads 'received-/One of four ty^OS of instructions: individuafistic
-r."7//

(rewards allocate proportionate to,individual perfeYrmance);'contrient

(winne'r take all); no reward(all rewards' suspended), undesignated

/
(part icip antb. told that rewards,

Performance andtr the no reward

would be allocated, bit not, tO Wh om).-

condition resembled performance nder

/
stari.ard promotive instructions while perforthance under the undesignated

condition.resembled that under standard individualistiO ,instructions.
/

This,differentiation is disCussed in relation to the ammediatP
//

4 '/
larger' context of t1-

(individualistically oriented): There was no carryover of-second

task,strategies,-into third phase performance.
/

Context (cooperatively oriented) and the

experimental

:hool

phase

.
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'MD

Group proble4n -solving-has been:defined as -"common action -taken-to---

attempt to satisfy common; interests emerging from common problems" (Kelly

& Thibault, 1960, p.,2). .111. studying problem solving in small groups;

then, one stud ies.:the social processes which arise from. the interdepen-

dencies among the group members..:Each member must take into account
- -,....

. .
.,

the activities of the other, and the outcome will be a product df the'
, . ,,.

interaction among the activities of individual membpr°S. The, solution

1-.

\

.

to the problem:according to Deutsch (1949; 142; 1968), may be carried

out cooperatively, or, hot;- epending on-how the individual members

.

perceive their goals to be interrelated. In. a group operating under

a Promotive interdependent goal structure, individual members believe

their vespective gdar attainments to be positively correlated. Under
. .

a sontrient interdependent goal structure, group members perceive a

negative correlation among their goal attainments; they-can achieve'
lo

. . .

:
.

'their own goals only if other group members fail to -reaik theirs.
_,--

-
. _

.--

.. y.. '-hally, under, an individualistic goal structure,-goal attainment by
. .

'other group members is perceived as. unrelated to one's own goal achieve-
. . .

. .
.

merit. Thus, it is throUgh.knowledge and utilization of gFoup..goalg-that
_ . -.

\
Individual members effectively coordinate and strategically plan their

, -
-

fzeplem
.

solving behavior.,
I , k . '

The first objectiveof_the present :in-estigation,was to resolvei"

./ .

an
.\ , sequential' goal structures.issue raised iR recent reSea,rcr: on In

two- studies (French, E*-owhell, Gratdand. & Hartuy, 1977; Sherif,.Hr.rvey,

Wilite, Hood, .&

45, I 4. L.

Sherif, 1961),.:e1(20suye to promotiVe or.individual.'stec
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structures was-found to alter the Competitive atmosphere ensuing, from

a contiient experience. Under su ch "shift" conditions., however, group

pex4Ormance did not reach the same levels as-under continuous protive

or individualistic goal structures (French et al., 1977)1 Two eXplana-
t

tieing for these results can be offered. First, when goal structures

are employed sequentially, there is the possibility that negative

. transfer occurs, as evidenced by interference in the establishm:nt of

successive strategies and roles. Goldberg and Maccoby (1965) found

that,,in a group problem solving situation-children require a certain

amount of time to esFrIblish both appropriate task strategies and optimal

te
interpersonal be:-.e.vior. Unless the shift groups accomodate immediately

upon presentation of a different'gbal structure, established strategies

-
and roles may be utilized,under the new goal structure with less than

) .

. optimum results.- Aiternatively,. the failure of the shift grTs to
J

co

reach the same performance levels as thelcontinuous'groups'may be a

derivative of .the 645erimentai:design. The-shift groups received
t

- ,

Only half as .-4any total under 'the promotive condition as did

the groups that experienced the tontinuously promotive goal strictures.

Forperformance to have reached'optimull leVels,.these grown may have'
, 4 ,

required.a certain amount of tiine to .practice wider conditions promoting

,cooperation. A research design,yal used in the, present study that

peimits a choice between these two hypotheses concerning the sequential. .,

zo ..
. ,

N ., 1. .-
e .t.

O .

effects.
. ,.. 1 , .,

A second objective-was to.examine- an additional source ef variance
.

in children/'s performance in small groups 7 'Ieclarity of the information,(.
- ,

9,
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conceTning.the- interdependencies among group members. 'In.Deutsch's
. '

.

.

ework, the perceived interdependence among group members motivates

and defines the ihdividual's efforts, -thus -the clarity of the goal

structure is essential -to effective group activity.' Yet mady'situations

are confronted by.children, both within and outside the educational

system, in which goal structures are dot exclusively and explicitly
. .

specified as promotive,individualisiio, or contrieni. How do children
. .

interpret 6nc/eat feedbaCk, and how are these interpretations reflected
4

4

-in, group perfori'flence?

'.-

TWO types of:indeierminate goal structures can be cited as
m

theoret-,

. - 1.

.ically relevant. .I'irst, unclear structures eretieated when no feedbeCk I.
-* .4 . '' 0 5

is'providea\to.g*p-meMbers on'which.to bage judgments conceAting inter-
-

..
. . i

- - , , \

-sdependence,. .Second,uch goal structures emerge when the instructions . '.

,'..- - -:

see uperticiallY to- give.specifiC information regarding the,interdepety-'
.

sden cles among il-oup mem"apiers;abat which "actually provide random, conflicting,

A '7. :

-. i

<70.

or ambiguous "information (e.g., some meMbers-are given reds for-Perform-

. . ..

ante,_ but,no one knows'-who,ttrierecipients are)..-"SuCh,circumstances.can,;
---- , . - :.

best''be de.scribed as creating iihspecified_Or unde0.gnated goal struc'ture.

,It waihypothesied that, in-theabsen&e.ok'speeific feedback,
e.

.

y

children nevertheless construct interpretatiods-of the social situation
s. -

.

upon which they base their problem-solving activities. It was further'
_ .

i

1
-

.

hypothesized that the interpretations are the product-of an'interaction
,-; -

. ,

,

betweenthe clarity of feedback regarding interdependence and the Contextual
-

-
. .

inf ormation available to. the 'childred for SudgingAether copperation or -/

:) ,- more
,:-

;

- .

comf3etitien wouldsbe.the more-appropriate course of 'section in,the situaz'on

.

ti

".
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-which.--they- find themseiveS. -Deutscl-i--(1949) states "-that the ion

to cooperate or not is based on the "effective attractiveness" of cooper-,

ation as compared to the perceived alternatives; that attractivehess,

in turd-Ads a function of the desirability of the alternatives and the3

subjective probability that ad alternative will lead to-success. Johnson

& Johnson (1975) add that children's perceptions of the, available alterna-

tives will depend on, their past'experience4, as well as on their perceptions

of constraints within the immediate-situation. Based on this reasoning

several predictions were made concerning the effiects.of environmeptal.
; 4\...... ..%, -

4..

, context on children's use of ambiguous goal structures. .
..1

/
\
.

1." When,childreniwork under -a Promo tive goal structure and the

,feedback about their interdependence is discontinued (no goal st=ctupe),/,-

>they
'e,

., will continue in the immediately preceding interactive mode, --

least until they'receive contrary fdedback. Given a positiFe a V
1 s .

,
-. : .9

successful' experience in the initia1.promotive interaction, the most
4,,

attractive alternative for the group members will be to maintain the

cooperative interdependence already-established.

2. When, following a fromotive goalistructurd, contingencies for

(

.

ndividual success andintrde'Pendence become ambiguous (although

. .t.-

i order Pr more stable
v

..

specified), children.mest.appeal to a highele source. .

L.-

1, 4,

. ,

r--'of information to assist in, their" interpretation of IleusituatIon. In ..,.,

this instAhce, the conditions leading td.task success are difficult for

group members to apprehend. ;Hence, it is predicted that children will

try to-interprettsuch situations in light of longerltert, more reliable
z - . ,

experiences (e.g., those within the school or Other problem solying
.

sitUS9tions). insofar as fhege environments contain elements similar,to

V'
_

.L

a

ti

a
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the experimental conditions. Assuming that these longer term social .

. .

:

Contexts are mainly individualistic Jic or contrient, as ohnson And Johnson

(1975) and Bryan. (1975) belieye tobe the case in. American schools, then
41*

coMpetitive strategies would-be expected t'o emerge.in ambiguout feedback

situations.

Method

Subjects were 78 third gfade males and 63 third grade females

Olean age apprdximately .9-years) from two suburSan St. Paul, Minnesota,

pub.lic schools. Children were randomly assigned to 47 same-sex triads,- -

with 'the restriction that children within a single triad were drawn from

different classrooms. -Triads were then randomly assigned to one of

fouregoal'structures (Phase II): a) individualistic, ) contrient,

1c) undesignated,.d)* none.

A towerrblitlditig. task was adapted tom Goldberg and Maccoby (1965).

Ghildren.irreach *triad were asked to build a tower collectively with
;Of '

7.6 cm3' colored wooden blocks. Since the tower-builging task requires

coordinated performance. for success (e.g., towers fall if built-Unevenly
Ai .

, , ) .

.

or, bumped), it was felt that the task was appropriate for studying,tmall
.. .

-%

group interaction'. -Moreover, previous investigators (French et.'61.,
1

,--

..,
1.977;'Graziano, French, Brownell, '& Hartup, 1976; Jensen & Moore, 1976)

"flave successfully utilized this task to assess both competitivenessand
J.

.
.

I ./

i cooptratio in children's groups. %
.1 . . ',

...

J t
411 The e eriment was carried out in lgrge cla ooms in which three

s 0
a

. '''--- 0
...'

A ,

tower-building stations,were arranged.' EaCh station consisted of an

equilateral triangle (approximately 30.5 cm on a tide) and three
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adjacent Squares. Children were.each assigned to a square with a set

of 10 uniquely colored blocks. The towerg were built inside the triangle,

while the blocks were located in the square. Three triads,, one at each

station, played the game simultineously; these triads were assigned

to the same experimental condition to minimize confusiOn and triad-to-

triad interference.

Each triad participated in eight en trials, administered in three

phases of six trials each. In Phase all triads operated under a

-0

promotive'goal structure. In Phase II, triads were exposedtto one of

four goaJ.structures, two of)whiChwere indetel-minate. During Phase

III,

, .

t, a a triads. returned to a promotpe goal structure. 'At the end of
'.i

S. m

each trial, tokens were award 'on'the-basis of the numberof blocks

, . ...

on the completed tower. If .the tower fell over before. the blocks could

be'counted, no tokens were awarded.

lthase I. In the promotive condition,-each triad _member received

the number of tokens corresponding to one7third the total blockson the
. 4 I

group's tower; each member of the'group tRUS receiVed.an equivalent

reward" bAed on the perforaitrice of the group as a whole.

Phase II. 1. Individualistic condition. 'Each child received one
. .

token fore each of his or her own blocks contributed, to the tower.

2. Contrient condition: The single triad member who had.individ-1

ually contributed the greatest

,. (

number 'of tabocks.to the tower was af,,z,ded

tokens equivalent to the number of his or her ow.n blocks placed.; the

other two triad members received nothing. No tokens were awarded in

the event of a tie in this condition.
t

O
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-receive chips every time now
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The children were told "not everybody
1

r-
and that the experimenter wouldtl

P

'"have to look in her special book to see who gets chips." All children

were informed that the experimenter would record the number of tokens

won after each trial and dispense them at the end of the period. Follow-
.

ing each trial, the e?c.peritenter pretended to write down, the number of

tokens each child had accumulated during that trial, and one

Forms of feedback was given

a) "That time, someiof you got some chips, but.not-a/1 of-'you."
I

by "That time of you got an &lips."

c) "That time everybody got some hips."

of three

a

The form of feedback was randomly'assigned to each of.ttie six trials

"" before the session began. Thus, there was no association between-the-
,

particular form of feedback received and the status of the tower Or

the number of individual Contributions to it.
r

-

4. -No reward condition. The children received no reward tokens

regardless of the status of ple4fSwer, althoug hey were told that.

'the number of blocks individually contributed to the tower would be

countednonet4ess; at the-end of each trial they were told the number

of blOcks on the completed"roWer.

Phase III. Al'! triads resumed work under the promotive goal structure.

An experimenter waS'Seated at each station who- recorded the number

-Of times that towers fell over and, at the compltion of each trial,
4/0 0

recorded the number of blocks On the tower. Following the eighteenth

trial, the children who had participated in the no reward and undesignated



--7.
conditions in Phase II were awarded six tokens each, to make e total

C. -

1

number of prizes won approximately equivalent for children in all condi-.

tiOns. Children who had-accumulated'three'or more tok s after a given

Indeterminate Goal Structures
.
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trial went to a central table and purchased a prize frog assortment

of inexpensve toys. .Eact-rprize cost three tokens. The children were

then given th-els toys in a paRer bag-and escorted to their respective

classrooms.

Peformance Mea:

FoUr measures of group performance-weee obtained. In each case,

the triad was the unit of,gpalysis rather than the individual.

1. Blocks. For each triad, the number of blocks placed on coal-
%

pleted towers was'averaged acrbss ,the cix trials within each phase.

Falls. For each triad, the.numbe- of.times the tower fell

over during a given trial was averaged across the six trials-in each

phase.

c

3. Alternations. An alternation consisted of a sequence of blocks

which comprised sucaessive-p-acemnt by each of the tt-ipee triad members

in turn, indicated by one block each of the:three-Colors (red,.brown-,

_and yellow) posAioned adjacently. Al.:ernations could be overlapping;

was possible for a single block to be counted as part ofithree

succeeding alternations. The alternations score-was the ratio of the

number of observed alternations divided by,the number of possible alter-

nations irieach trial giverltthe_height of each tower. this scorelcould

range from 0 to 1, with a store of 1 indicahng that the children in a

triad consistenely_took turns'placing blocks. The score was averaged
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across'the six trials within'each phase.

7.
4. Disciepancv. For each ir.iad, on'each trial, the sum of blocks

for the child witlithe fewest'total blocks was subtrcted from the such

-)
of blocks for-the child with the most blocks.

the, six trials within each phase.

Results

9

,
The .score was averaged across.

. Although there were no significant sex differences on any of the-

-7'
-

dependent measures, there was a significant difference between the two`

e

elementary schools for number of\blocks placed on the completed towers,
v .

,31) = 17.74JE < .001, presumably' because t5e testing room in one .

school data for°was carpeted while the other was not.The d s4phoolS werel
r

. , /
. .

.
..4... .

combined henonetless in subsequent analyses sincefthe.difference between

schools was not conceptually important.. Moreover, increasing the error
iJ

term by combining the data from the two schools biases the statistical

tests in PavNor-of the nu11...,tlys-pcithesis, making a Type I error even less
,

likely at conven ianal alpha levels. . 0 I, ,

. ,

The depe-ndent variables used in this study were significantly

intercorrelated with one another, (see Table 1). For this reason, a

Insert Table 1 about. here _
S

r 7

twol-faOtor (goal.structure x phase) multiVarTiate analysis .of variance

(MANOVA).was conducted. wl.th repeated measures on the second factor,

phage. .This analysis revealed significant main - effects for phase,

F(8,164). 1o.36, P < .0001, and goal Structure, F(12,109) =, 2.55,
L

12
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2, < .005, as well as asignificant interaction effect,-F(24,287) =
. .

,
,

3.28, 2.(--.0001. A t%49,-.-factor analysis of variance (ANOVA) with repeatedi
6 - -7..-,' ,' .. . ,

, .- ... . , .

measures -on phases 'was - "-then conducted foi each of the -fourdependent

0
measures. The firitlactor Consiste4.chegoaj-sti-uctureS occurring

,

during-phase-Ir(i.e., itidividualistic,:contrient,"undesignated,

.
no reward) while, the second .consisted of the three phases (i.e..,

trial Mocks). Post hbc analyses l',,ere coducted using the Neuman-.-Keills

procedure; diffeiences repOrted were stgnificant at alpha .05:
.

The analyses were direCted etthelfoldbwing questions: 7 a)' Are
.

.
.there: differences-in-performance during'Phase II, replicating previous

_ . -, ....

studies using these goal structures-(cf:, French et al., 1977-.Graziano,

- -
, ..

-
.

et al., 1976)? b) Are there'differences in _performance between the

-

no reward and undesignated goal structures, and if so, what is the nature

of those differences? c) Is there a carryover,effect; namely, is

performanCe in Phase III differentially affected by.experience in

Phase,II, given that practice opportunitiesunder the 'particular goal'

structure were held constant?
e..

Insert.Figure 1 about here

The univariate analyses revealed a significant difference-within

subjects. for the .three phases on Blocks, F(2,86) = 23.5, Q < .001;
10'

Falls, F(2,86) = 25.54, p < .091; Alternations, F(2,86) = < .001;

and `Discrepancy, F(2 ,86).= 6136, .003 (see Figure 1)-. Pcisi hoc

comparisons indicated that for Blocks and Falls, Phase II performance
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exceeded both Phase I and%Pha$esIII, w1t,h:no difference between the jagter
--...,- k

. /-,

'two- the main effect for phase was significant for Alternat4Ons,

post hoc comparig ioneevealed no significant- differences between phases
.-

_.,..z_,.
--

.

'for this measure:. Discrepancy scores, , on-theaother--hand 2 incregsed
., ,-

C . 1 .' 42 . -

monotonically acrbs-sthe _three fhases;-"Discrepancy scores in Phase,III
. . 0

, /'

:-exceeded both. Phase I andPhaSe II scores." - . --

. .
;,, .

:rThe uniyariate ANOVAs alSo yielded significent,differences between -

-

the roUr goal structures for Block's, p(3,43) = 3.40, p <'.03, and ker

Falls, F(3,43)

effect between

=9.57, 2 < .001, as_well as'a signifiCant inieraction

(7 _ ,
and goal structbre for Blocks,- F(6,86).=

2.<-.001;-Falls, F(6,86) =.12.35, D < .001; and AlternationsF(6,86) =

2.55, 2. < .025. Post hoc comparisons were carried out within* each phase

-separately (adapted for comparisons of individual cell means, after Keppel,

1973, p. 244) to reveal-the locus of differences contributing to.the-
,

goal structure main effect and the interaction effect. These are detailed

below.

'Phase I. ring the first six trials; all groups operated under

promotive goal structure. In order,to test for differential carryover-

experience Under one type of goal structure to performance under'

,a different goal strutture, it was crucial-tha,t no differences exist

between groups i *their respective exposure to'the initial goal structure.

Post hoc comparitbn$ revealed no hetween-groupi differences for

.

the dependent measures within this phase:. Thus, prior to Phape

y of

each triad received equivalent practice under the promotive gdal

tuna in -peer interaction, building towers; establishing roles, and'
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selectS(ng task4qated ,strategies.
)

Phase III. In this'ph'ase, each triad

one. of four goal
,

b) undesignated;

, 0

- Indeterminate Coal Structure

.12

Was required to.operateunder

structures for six successive trials:

.c) individualistic; or d)/contrient
- /.

individuatIstic goal structurep plaiced more Bfocks (11 =

and Produced taller towers than did'tho working under Co'trient goal
.

structures (M = 3.07), with fewer towers fafling (individualistic",

= .64;''contrient, M = 1.65) and more Alternations in block placement

7

a) no reward;

Triads dperating

(indivIclualistic,.511;-contrient, M = .34). The no.reward and
cr

undesignated goal structures were alsci differentiated, both from one
_

another and fromthe individualistic and-contrientt,gOA

Triads operating

structures,.
-44f

under the no reward condition produced taller towers-

(M = 7 89) than did th9se.under the
.

and than those under the inolividualisitc

undesignated goal,- tructure = 6.20

Triads in the no

did those in the

and cOntrient goal structures..

reward condition also had fewer Falls (M = .28) than

individualistic or contrient conditions% There\ere

2

no significint differences in performance, n,any dependent measure,

between the undeSignated and individualistic conditions. The no reward-1
,

condition tb"us. produced group outcomes resembling, the standard promotive

pattern' (cf.; French et-42.., 1977; Graziano. et

,c.
undesignated condition resulted in performance.reSembling act

individualasttc goal structures.

e the

-As noted above, there Was a significant

scores across. phases.

'ty under.

in Discrepancy,

While triads under the contrient goal structure.

in Phase II exhibited a:lower Discrepancy score during that phase
. -

relative



"
34.

tirittle o;her,conditions

17( .';-----'

,..:,-

!...

attenuated, and the ,interaction between goal structure and phase On this Z-

..,n.

structure

?.-
_ .

.

.

...4- measure weS not significant. It is (specially ihterestin tbat..these.

lot
. 1'
goal structures, which produced such stronCgi-oup difE'rences during'.

Phase'IX, on the' other m asures; produced no eignificant'aifferenceson
\

this one.
4

How" general is this finding? Is .increasing role differentiatickt,..

,

Indeterminate'Goal Structures

t3

Figui-e 1), their performance liasliot.grea.,tly

r

as indexed by the Discrepancy score, an outcome of alternating goal
,.,

. ,...-

-

- ,,

.-

. .

-
.

structures, or is it a more general phenomenon, dependent on cumulative
.

experience with the task? Data from a previods study were reanalyzed
Q.

t N .
.

.

to provide a partial answer to this question. Scores'obtain d in the

continuous
-

, . in
,..

promotive
_ and .individualistic conditions n the French

;..

al. (1977) study were eiaminedt Oetermine whdther Discrepanc_ scores

increase over time under a single goal structuie and,, if so, whether' the

.
.11

t

19

1

degree of increase variesaccording to the goal structure to which-the

group was exposed. This analysis consisted 'of a 2(promotive versus individ-

goals-tructure§) x 2(first-six trials: versus second six trials)

ANOVA with repeated measures On the second factor. The. analysis revealed

. .

only a main effect for trials, F(1,24) = 11.3,5; p < The Discrepancy

score.was .larger during the second six trialtS = 1.89) than'during the first

(?i = 1.25). This analysis provides support, then, for file present finding

that Discrepancy scores increas&'over..time regardless. of the,goal struc-

.
tUre to which a group yes exposed_

Phase III. tall-groups resumed operations-under a promotiVe goal
=.

structure during Phase III. No differences were found betwen al
,

1 6
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.
:-..
k,, c.4 7. , . --

. ., .
'structure conditions on any measure in this.-phase. thus there is no.

.

! . e. I ' .1 .S
1... 1.evide'ce for a differential efrect'of previtns experience with other

. ,

.

goal structured .on'osubsequent peiformance under propotive conditions.
q\,-

-/`

f, ,
/

Adanalysis'ofgroup differences within Phase III'alone cannot
, e '

4

v

.1
v.

-

t -

a

a a
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provide definitive evidence with respect to the carry over question: ,
._ . r` '

.
perhaptexperilfnce with, an interven-i-ng goal structure lowered' performance

uniformly across each of the incentive conditions. If so, no differences/
\ . .

-4;

aP

would exisebetweem groups in Phase III, but .performance would differ-..-

.T1 ' .' 1. . -

betweenPhate I and Ic'hase ;IL,: As previouSly reported,. tflough, post hoc
. ...,

,.

anal ses revealed no.diffekences.between Phase I and Phase III on any
w ,'' . /-'

,,

dependent variable except the
-

Dis2ctepancy score. , And the Discrepancy
./..

.:.

.score, as already noted.; .eems tO/be a unique dimension of social inter-
.

., t/be
-e- /

[ -
-:

a

action, increasing c.ontinuously/:Witkprogressive exposure to the task

.

regardless of incentive condition.
"S'

Discussion

PreviOus analyses of goal structures as determinants of small-group
,

interactiorrmere extended in the present,. stuelyrito include- indeterminate

situaiioris.- While Deutsch's.(1962) theoretical analysis was purposely

constrained to include only idealized .situations "which do not have

the perturbations and complexities of cooperative and competitive situa-
/

-tions found in everyday life,T! the inforination available to the individual
/

in'many situatiOns does not conform to these idealized models. The goal

structures us'd in this invettigati'on represent variations in constraints

or structure that veridically mirror the variability_ found in the ecology

of children's groupt.

-;
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- c
R 4 ,0'

ResultS:indiCk-te that the children foi-mu/ated clear

r
strategies sill.the'seind,eterminate situations.. When ;told

.
4 .,

, _.
.-.

. .
goal structure- :under which, they had' been !working was to be

15 5

perfotmance

that the promotive
6

"lifted; and *.

tbat no_:g o-1. structure Would-be in e nffect sUbsequetly, cooperative'r.

..

- '
.i-.

'strategies weremaink iined'. Apparently, the children continued to .per--4. 4..-

. -.

ceive themselves as promoeivelyinterdependent despite the terminatio
.

of specific reward contingencies. When the children were told that there

wis"gbIng to'be.sechange in goal structure, but-were-not given clear
- -7

information .aboub 'the e*act nature. of 'the-change, their strategies shifted..
. .

Tn this circUmstance,

goal 'structures.

perfOrmance seems to have originated in individualistic

The differentiation observed between these ambiguous structures

suggests different origins. Idterizendencies created within the task
.

itself seem to have carried over when the explicit'goal structure ceased

totall; when

oiY PrOmotive goal

:00.on.". Since such structure

aPd "Pleasant'," where contrient

no alternativestructure-was prbvided. Of course
,

structures were encountered initially in this investi-
..

y.

Are'usUallY'pereeived as "posivive:,"..!!fair,"

go 1:structures are perceived in negative.

unclear whether initial
/

carry over.

terms ,(Brady, "ciartul., Note 1), it is

interdependencies :based on

.3'.

in this. same manner. ;Even

competitive goal rures,wouId
a . .

.

we conclude- (as a 'working hypothes
.

. .

SO,

that carryover from the
immediately-preceding experience to the

reward,eondition is a general rule.
r

The individualistic stratevies
established under the undcsignated

.goal structure emerged on some -basis ;other than the children



4

is ..
t ..r : re 4

.

experience Wi..th:lhe-;rask, si+e competitive goal structures were not .;
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encountered.in the experiment prior to Phase.
. -

s -These strategies must,
a..... .

.

. r
4 -...

have been-gengralized from7the wider social context, In school, rewards
-.-.,- M 4

are commonly. allocated Proportionate to suctessfulAndiyidual achievetheni.
,

Both promotive a_nd'tontrient structures are 'alSo encountered with1n.the'.
. .

classroom, but the usual is- individualistic (Cf., Johnson-6c

Johnson, 1975). 'Given that this experiMent was conducted 'in schools
o

and administere4 by a teachel--like gradufte student-, it:can be'argued

that.the Individualistic interdependencies observed under the indesignated_

goal structure. were created by the children themselves and wer generalized

-r

-from the Structures encountered in.their classrooms. :.

Nry :

. ,

Could the children instead haVe been biased
)toward individvalistic

.

=

performance by the manners in whichthe-undesignated goal structure was ..
.0 ,. .

. 'administered?. Severalprguments can ,be advanced to counter this hypothesis. &
..:'

'First, the three -feedback statements made during the unA.,signate session
4

were deliv'ered in-random order and the children did not know the total
)

number of different statements to-.--be used. Trial-by-trial, the children
1.

could not surMise, in advance, the basis on which they would be rewarded

s, 7:\
.

or whether subSequent trials, would be rewarded in the same manner. SUch,

moment -to- moment uncertainty ahoU't thereward contingencies would preclude

r
any overall inCerpretation in terms of one.idealized goal structure.

Ourthe.r, because feedback s.tateients Were ordered.random1y, the reward

.CYcontingency during a giVen twial.was independent, of the.actual status of .

0
the tower. Fen example,3.t'ometiThes -the tower fell over, /caving no. blocks--

.
remaining, but the dhildren were told,that'some would receive tokens and

"*.
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A.

some would not. The childxen often verbalized

a #-
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-

that they did not under-
....

7 1 a p'stana why articular cqntingency was in effect, and various comments
..F.

.
4.

--....,

and questions indiattedieaTagreement' wi,th.theexperimeriler. In short,

V _

.it seems improb-ablejth4 the ch'ildren mistook
/.

the undesivated §ftuation

c

as an in diVidualistic goal structure as a consequence of an instructionalg

,

set.

4
It4was evident,thft experience under a con.c,rient

.

or.individullistic
....

z.,

goarsti cture did not affect performance under succeeding promotive

. .

structures -- with ascolint.of;Ipractice controlled. Nor did experience.' ',;

.-;

_ .-

under indeterminate goal - structures' influence performance in thei-ubse-

quent promotive-condition. Whatever strategies and roles were established

via competition or individualillic effort, tray did not carry go-liver into

a

later cooperative interaction. The children interpreted curpent task .4.

demands in.terms of current goal structtires, and transiti-onsbetw een.

cooperatiw, compe.tition, and individualizakion were immediate.

Role differentiation, as'inAxed by the discrepancies among Members

'in their contributions to the towers, was continuous over a rela tiVely
r

long period. Role relationsestablished under the in,ita17promotiy& goal
0 .

structure, were altered by introdUction of contri

or,indeterminate goal structures, but when promotive

, individ4alistie,
,

oal structures_.

Clearly, the sequential deployment of goal Structur-a does not alone

were restated, discrepancy scores continued to'intrease.

.
'influe e children.'s small group interaction; the

.

, -

ok-alternating goal structures are extremely ccr.mpleX;,LlthVariations
.._

.

?
effects on perjoirmande.
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11* . '.. ' :.......

IL. dr. ,. .1,
. ..1. .* .17

. .. L: . .... -., I Al .
/stemming-from both pra lice atid social context. utare

,

reseatch, then,
\c ...

. --,-,
must be directed to the problem of elucidating bbth'broad. and specific/

.contextual factors As these interact with iMmed,iate goal structures to
)

affect performapce.

S
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The shift groU0s received the first six trials under a contrient.

goal structure, and the second sic trials under either a promotive or

an individua istic goal structure. Comparisofi, groups received all

twelve trials under either the individualistic or the promotiV'e-goal,.

.structures.
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Table 1

',Intercorrelations Among Performance Measures

Separately'By Phase

Phase I , Phase II
,

Phase III'

, 1
.

Blocks Falls DiSCrep7 Altetna4 Blocks Falls Discrep- Alteina- Blocks Falls Discrep,7 Altetna-
, anCy i

.

tions gcy'.. . tions .ancy tions

Blocks

)Fa,lls

ol. biscieP .

z,
ri ,ancy

;741-

Alterna-'

tions

BloCks

-1 Falls

biscrep-

i incy

Alterna-

tions

Blocks

Falls

liscrep-

ency

Alte:na;

titls

25#

-.58*** .54** '.13 -.08

:.23, -.23 -.02

. 1
-.51** -.11

-.03

*p < .05

**p < .01

*ftp < .001

.08 -Al

.01 .05

-.67*** .57***

-.36**

<26* .19 -.04 7.02-

.29* 04 .04 .11

-.04 33**. -.20 .560*

,.27* -.17 .15 -.45**?

.34** .12 -.19. .00

-.48*** -:02 .19 .02

-.16 .10' -.13 .14

.07 -.17 -.18

.79*** :11.36**

4

.15

...18

-.32**

.38**

.08

-.12

-.10

.54***

.02'

, .07

.61***



Figure Means for group. performance

in each phase.
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under eachgoal structure condition
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